Office365 Core Bundle
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Moving your business to the cloud can dramatically improve the way your employees work and communicate and will
allow you to scale easily, but knowing how to move forward and what tools you need to be successful can be challenging.
The core bundle from AppSmart provides a full suite of tools to make your transition to the cloud smooth and effective.
In addition to the industry leading Office 365 suite, our core bundle includes backup, email security and product training
as well as 24/7 support to ensure that your business can rapidly realize the benefits of the cloud without any disruption.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
•	
Full suite of cloud productivity applications

•	
Cloud backup

•	
1 TB of cloud storage per user

•	
Endpoint security

•	
Chat and video conferencing

•

24/7 North American based support

•	
Calendar sharing

•

On-demand product training

KEY BENEFITS
•	Complete solution
From productivity to communication, this bundle
provides all of the tools you need to move your
business to cloud and ensure your data is safe.

•	Work from anywhere
Give your employees the flexibility to work from
anywhere, while having the confidence that they’ll have
the tools they need to drive your business forward.

•	Rapid deployment
The AppSmart solutions engineers have the expertise
to get your new solutions up and running and your data
migrated quickly and accurately.

•	Mitigate disruption
With access to our expert solutions engineers and 24/7
tier 1 and 2 support. You can have confidence that your
business will run smoothly and your employees will
have what they need to be productive.

Already using Office 365? AppSmart can transfer your existing licenses and provide you with all
of the benefits of the AppSmart managed solution.
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Why Work With AppSmart?
At AppSmart, we make working in the cloud easy. We offer end-to-end cloud and SaaS services
and the connectivity that makes it all work seamlessly. Our expert cloud engineers partner with
you, either acting as your entire IT department, or as a cloud-focused extension of your existing
team.

A Team of Experienced Experts You Can Trust

Cloud technologies have transformed the way companies do business. Today, with the right
tools, employees can securely access information and collaborate from virtually anywhere.
However, even for companies with large IT departments, implementing and managing new cloud
technologies can be a real challenge. With endless applications to choose from and the risks of
data loss and downtime, it’s easy to get overwhelmed.

Unmatched Control Over Your Software Portfolio

The AppSmart marketplace lets you control the purchase and administration of your software
like never before. You can add new software, add licenses to your existing purchases and have
consolidated billing. There’s one place to manage all of your cloud purchases.
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Cloud Strategy Development

Your One-Stop Cloud Shop

From application selection to migration
schedules, we’ll work with you to create
a plan to meet your organization’s unique
needs and goals.

With 1000+ solutions, a leading cloud services engineering team, consolidating billing,
and unlimited training and support, we have
you covered.

Ongoing Team Training

Simple, Consolidated Billing

Training after deployment isn’t commonly
offered by cloud services providers. To fully
realize the potential and value of your new
tools, we’re here.

Time spent sorting through invoices is time
lost. Our adept accounting team ensures
that one monthly transaction keeps all of
your cloud applications running smoothly.

Unlimited Support 24/7

Transformation Without Disruption

During and following deployment, every
AppSmart plan comes with unlimited, North
America-based technical support 24/7, 365
days a year.

Working with thousands of customers, we’ve
refined our onboarding and implementation
processes to ensure a smooth experience.
You’ll be up and running in days, not months.
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